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Tough Times Never Last, Tough People Do!
- Robert H. Schuller
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RAISING THE BAR OF BRILLIANCE

Diamonds are just pieces of coal that did well under pressure and our
students are no less than diamonds.
Outstanding CBSE Class XII results, as always, filled us with pride this
year. Out of 172 students, 30 students secured 90% and above marks,
168
students
secured
Ist
division
and
above
marks.
In the Science stream, the topper Harshika Pradhan secured 95.4%. In
the Commerce stream, the topper Arushi Methi scored 97.6% and
Tanvi Lakhlan topped the Humanities Stream with 95.8%.
Results of Class X also made us proud. Out of 193 students, 43 students
secured 90% and above marks, 167 students secured Ist division and
above marks .The topper was Ruchika Saini with 98.4%, Yogeshwari
kanwar secured a 98% and Kanika Chaturvedi 97.6%. It goes without
saying that these students have exhibited exemplary behaviour and are
role models for their peers. We Congratulate the students, parents and
teachers for this success.
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INTER HOUSE DEBATE

Brightlands Bulletin

“The power of real debate is in the language and intellectual honesty
of debaters, alongside the engagement of spectators.”
An Inter-House Debate was held on June 27, 2020.
The aim of the competition was to hone the public
speaking skills of the students and teach them to be
articulate while expressing their thoughts and opinions. The speakers from classes IX-XII of all four
houses spoke eloquently on the topic ‘Online Clas-

ses – A connecting bridge or a broken plank’.

The highlight of the event was the rebuttal, as a volley of questions were answered confidently by both
Prateeksha Gaur
Khushali Sharma XI-A the sides, inviting counter questions which were aptXI-E
ly answered by the witty and vivacious speakers. The
Rani Laxmi Bai House
Rani Padmini House
session was a kaleidoscope of opinions, thoughts,
ideas and perspectives that definitely enhanced the
knowledge and understanding of the topic among
students. Our Principal Ms. Lakshmi Menon motivated the children with her inspirational words and encouraged them for future participation. Rani Laxmi
Bai House bagged the first position and Rani Padmini
House, stood second in the competition. Khushali
Sharma of Rani Laxmi Bai House was declared the
Best Speaker. The competition was an enriching experience for the speakers as well as the audience.
Laxmi Gupta X-C
Aatreeyee Sen IX-C

CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMMES
The teacher training programmes encourage teachers to
talk about what makes good pedagogical practice i.e. the
ONLINE CLASSES
elements that need to be present for effective teaching and
successful learning to take place . Our teachers successfully
completed the online training courses , launched by CBSE
on DIKSHA portal for capacity building of teachers like
'Pedagogy of Environmental studies ' and 'Health and well
- being in school ' .
Experiential Learning course for teachers was also launched by CBSE in partnership with Tata
Trusts, TISS & Mahatma Gandhi International School. The Experiential learning methods
engage the senses of students and help them to learn through reasoning and reflection. The
sessions help teachers to gain valuable insight, and pave the way for their success.

“Academics is definitely more than just learning subjects good grades .
At least, the process of academic learning must lead the student to
develop an interest and seek a deeper understanding of the subject.”
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FOUNDER’S DAY ASSEMBLY
FOUNDERS’ DAY ASSEMBLY
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The 57th Founders’ Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm and zest on July 4th, 2020 .
A special assembly was conducted online to mark the momentous occasion. The video
played online , ‘A Glimpse of the Past’
took the students down memory lane and aptly portrayed the school’s journey to excellence. The day expressed gratitude to the
Founder, Smt. C. Sumer Singh ji. Our Secretary
Smt. Leena Kumari ji acknowledged the
hardwork put in by the staff for the holistic
development of young minds. Speaking on the
occasion, Principal, Ms. Lakshmi Menon urged
the students to be self-disciplined and
continue in their pursuit for excellence.
Ms. Lakshmi Menon

Brightlands School 1999

My Father...My Anchor
In our daily life we come across many people .Do they inspire us? Yes, some of them inspire
us and lead us .I know many such people and among them is my father .He is not popular or
famous but for me he is the best human being in the world.
My Father is a man of punctuality. The clock may fail to ring but
my father will never fail to wake me up at 6:00 a.m. I have never
seen him taking an off from his work unless and until it is an
emergency. He is soft spoken and a well wisher of everyone. I
have never seen him losing his temper and shouting at others.
He looks after everyone in the family and in the weekends
helps my mom in the kitchen. He is a good neighbour to our
fellow flat owners.
He helps me a lot in my studies.. He gives me freedom to
choose my extracurricular activities. He also plays with me
when both of us are free and during the game he helps me to
improve. On Sundays, we both ride bicycle and go to a nearby
park or ride on the roads. While riding bicycles we discuss and have loads of fun. My father
is indeed my friend, philosopher and guide.
- Lakshya Sharma
VIII-E

It’s either BLACK or WHITE...
An Online Workshop for 'Charcoal Painting' in collaboration with
ColorBox Academy was held on July 7,2020 .The students of Class
XI and XII actively participated in the workshop. The resource person Mrs. Ira Tiwari , in her session, taught a step by step technique
to create charcoal art, explained how to recreate the tonal effects,
different types of strokes, finger colour blending, shadows & textured shading.
The students walked away with a new set of skills which they can
use to create more beautiful drawings.
Tanishka Meena X-B
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PURSUING YOUR PASSION
“Risk something or forever sit with your dreams.”

Brightlands Bulletin

On July 6, 2020, a Webinar for the students of class XI and XII was held on "Careers in
Design in the new world". The facilitator Mrs. Priyanka Maheshwari through her creative
briefs introduced the concept of design and encouraged young students to develop design
ideas that meet real needs. The workshop mainly laid emphasis on two things:
'Artistic creativity' which is just as important as technical know-how in design careers.
Secondly, pursuing your passion, this should be the only reason, to go for a career in
designing.

A MOTHER IS A DAUGHTER’S BEST FRIEND
An effective hygiene is vital to the health, well being, dignity,
empowerment, mobility and productivity of women and girls.
Keeping the same in mind an interactive online workshop on
"Health and Hygiene" was conducted on July 27,2020 by
Dr. Anuradha Sharma, associated with Proctor and Gamble Health
Care Pvt. Ltd.
Changes that occur in girls at puberty, myths associated with menstruation, common problems like pain, headache, backache, etc. and
KAMAKSHI SONI VII B
ways to deal with them were discussed in detail.
Mothers were advised to be aware of the physical changes in
their daughters and consult a doctor in case of
doubt. They were told to be friendly with their
daughters to create a comfortable atmosphere.
Video clippings were shown to provide greater
awareness on good menstrual hygiene practices. The students along with their mothers
actively participated in the workshop.
ANAGHA NAIR VI D

NANCY AGARWAL VII B

‘GURU DEVO BHAVA’
The school celebrated Teachers' Day with zeal and zest on September 5, 2020. There was an
unusual excitement as the celebrations went virtual this year due to COVID-19.
The
students of classes XI & XII organised a special
programme in which the students paid tribute to their
teachers through poems, speeches ,dances, enactments and songs. Our Principal Ms. Lakshmi Menon,
addressing the school, lauded the entire staff for their
exemplary contribution to the school’s phenomenal
success. She appreciated the sincerest efforts of the
teachers in playing a catalytic role in the holistic development of every student. The teachers were much
delighted and overwhelmed with the effort of each
and every student.
STUDENTS OF CLASS XI-XII

The relationship between mother and daughter is like no other. No matter what the
struggles, it's a soul connection that carries you through a lifetime of smiles and tears.

Brightlands Bulletin
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ONLINE TEACHING– BOON OR A BANE
MS.NEENA CHATUR

A virtual interactive session with the member schools of Hubs of
learning was held on August 21, 2020. Khushali Sharma XI A and
Yogeshwari Kanwar XI B along with Ms. Neena Chatur (Vice Principal) participated in the Hubs Of Learning First Online Session.
The Resource Person: Ms. Reena Agrawal discussed on the topic,
“Online Teaching- Boon or a Bane.”
A short presentation on the topic was given by the resource
person, followed by an interaction with the students and their
mentors from the member schools.

‘Respect is learned, relearned and practiced.’
Decision-making involves the act of making a choice between
different alternatives.
Our Cultural Coordinator Ms. Madhu Rathore participated in the
workshop conducted by CBSE on the topic “Developing skills of
decision making in Adolescents”. The resource person Mr. Anurag Gupta highlighted the importance of value system in our society, which can be achieved easily by spending time with family,
grandparents and relatives .
The workshop focused on how an adolescent should analyze their
decisions thoroughly as it can become complex when they involve or affect other people.
The workshop also laid emphasis on teaching teens respect for
adults, which is also teaching them to respect themselves.
Respect is learned, relearned and practiced.

MS.MADHU RATHORE

CONSISTENCY— THE KEY TO SUCCESS
How did you motivate yourself to keep going during COVID-19 pandemic?
During the pandemic, I was uncertain, but I took everything in my stride. I tried to learn new
things, and also kept revising for my exams. I didn't let the pandemic stop me. I focused on
my future endeavours and started working hard to achieve them.
Describe briefly the study plan you opted for while preparing for the boards?
I always believed in consistent studies. I made a time table and religiously followed it. I
revised daily what I had studied a day before and practiced previous 5 years board papers
and sample papers. I studied NCERT meticulously.
What were the key challenges and how did you tackle them ?
As it was the first time objective type questions and Indian Economic Development was
introduced, the key challenge was that we didn't have any practice material available as per
the board standards. But, my teachers provided me all the resources and regularly tested my
knowledge, so that I could score well.
What would you like to say to the future aspirants?
To score good marks, one must make a routine and follow it. Study NCERT thoroughly.
Revise whatever you study. Do not mug up. Clear your concepts to score more in objective
type questions. Also focus on developing your personality.
ARUSHI METHI
XII 2020 BATCH
SCHOOL TOPPER
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MYSELF : A LEARNER

three loves: love

MS.POONAM KHANNA

Refine and Celebrate themselves.

JASHN-E-AZADI

LAVANYA SHARMA
VIII-E

Our students Kashish Sharma X-B and Lavanya KASHISH SHARMA X-B
Sharma VIII-E secured the third position, in the
Inter School fest held at Subodh Public School
on July 22 and 23,2020 . Both the participants
competed in two different categories. The
theme was Jashn e Azadi, in which Kashish
played the role of Rani Laxmi Bai (Manikarnika)
for Classical Warrior Dance and Lavanya
performed a Puppet Dance with Manjiras.
A student reflects “Many students participated in the event. It
was definitely challenging for me as it was the
first time I had participated in an online Interschool dance competition. I was extremely delighted when I secured the third position in the
competition.
I am grateful to my dance teacher Ms. Varsha and I look forward to participating in many more competitions in future.”- Kashish Sharma X-B

TAAL TARANG@DPS
The students of XI – B Yogeshwari Kanwar and
Himanshi Sharma participated in Taal
Tarang ,an Inter school competition organised
by Delhi Public School .Our students secured
the second runners up position in Movie Making competition .The students were extremely
excited about their project which was based on
YOGESHWARI KANWAR the topic ‘The New Normal’.
XI B

HIMANSHI SHARMA XI B

“You can’t always be the most talented in the room—
But you can be the most competitive.”
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A TRIBUTE TO OUR NATION
The 74th Independence Day was celebrated with a
fervour of patriotism in our school. This year we opted for a virtual route to salute our Motherland due to
the COVID-19 pandemic.
The cultural programmes began with dance performances by Manasvi Ola VII A, Lavanya Sharma VIII E
and Kashish Sharma X-B.The celebrations continued
with a speech by the School Head girl Kinjal Mehrotra
.She spoke about the significance of the historic day
The Role play by Suryanshi X-A reminded us of the
sacrifices made by our freedom fighters in order to
set India free from the British rule.
Principal Ma'am Ms.Lakshmi Menon in her speech
spoke about the supreme sacrifice of the great martyrs who gave their lives for
;THE HEADGIRL
the sake of freedom. She
KINJAL MEHROTRA
also said that freedom is
precious and it is necessary
to preserve it. She advised
the students to become ideal citizens of the country.
The celebrations concluded
with the National song
Vande Matram.

KASHISH SHARMA X-B

MANASVI OLA

VII-A

The hardest challenge brought out the best in Me..
It was tightly tough , But was enough
for a person, like me, to recognize self potential
I tried my best to make it shortly sequential
As it was the challenge which brought out the best in Me...
There was a period of sudden downfall in my well going game
Was told I will have to leave my aim
Because of that silly fall , I chose to start it again
and was glad with awesome starting
As it was the hardest challenge which brought out the best in Me…
athletics was chosen by me with an initial enthusiasm
I could try my best in it ,trying till time
a few words to copy:
‘secret of success is right decision
SUHANA PANWAR VIII-A
way to get experience is wrong decision’
I made it once … once , it taught me tons
and now with athletics I am a pelargonium
As it was the hardest challenge which brought out
the best in Me…
-Bhavika Chaudhary
VIII-A
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“Creativity

is Intelligence having Fun”
NAVYA SHEKHAWAT XI E

KAVYA JOSHI 11th E

PRIYANSHI ROHILLA XII E

ANUSHKA CHOWDHARY

XII E
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“Creativity

is contagious. Pass it on.”
RITI DABI

ANUSHKA JHAGHRIA

VII C

XII G

KAVYA JOSHI XI –E
MAHAK KHABYA XI

Brightlands Bulletin

PRIYANSHI ROHILLA XII E
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“Sports is a preserver of Health.”
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A Webinar on the ‘Importance of Physical Fitness in a student’s life’was held by CBSE on
September 4th 2020. The Principal Ms. Lakshmi Menon and the sports faculty Ms. Kanta
Rajan actively participated in the webinar. Former
Indian Badminton player and presently the Chief
National Coach of the Indian Badminton team Mr.
P. Gopichandh was the keynote speaker.
A webinar in conversation with Mr. Shiv Khera Author, Educator & Business Consultant was held at
Springdales School, Pusa Road on June 19,
2020.The topic of the webinar was Values and the
emotional compass. Our sports faculty Ms.Kanta
Rajan participated in the event.
An online Physical Education and Sports Awareness
Quiz was held at Maheshwari Girls Public School,
Jaipur on the occasion of National Sports Day ,29
August 2020. Our students participated in the
Ms.LAKSHMI MENON ; Ms.KANTA RAJAN
online quiz competition .E-Certificates were issued
to all the participants who scored above 60% marks.

PODCAST
In recent times, Podcasting became one amongst the most widely accepted mediums to disseminate information. To meet the latest trend, the
Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) launched a podcast application. Entries for the same were invited from across the country. The Taxonomy of the podcast for classes X
and Xll were sent to CBSE from the
school. It gives us immense pleasure
to state that the Podcasts of
Ms. NEENA CHATUR
Ms.Neena Chatur and Ms.Chitra
Bhatnagar for English Class XII , Ms Priya L Pai's for
Economics Class XII were selected by CBSE.
The material will now be uploaded on the Diksha
portal for the benefit of the students and teachers.
Ms. CHITRA

BHATNAGAR

Ms. PRIYA L PAI

SELF DISCIPLINE IS THE KEY

•
•
•

•

I had set small daily goals to keep myself motivated. I kept in regular touch with my
teachers and friends.
First, I completed the chapters from NCERT and then I solved previous years question
papers. I made notes for revision.
The Key challenge I faced during preparations, was to revise the whole course in limited
number of days so I made a Time Table with the help of my teachers. To balance stud
ies and other activities I followed a systematic plan.
I would like to advice the students to start preparing for Board Exams from the beginning of the session and not to procrastinate learning . They should make a schedule to
manage their time. Self discipline is the key.
Harshika Pradhan
XII Science (2020 TOPPER)
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The Best Book I've Ever Read!
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Markus Zusak's The Book Thief is a powerful portrayal of life under the Nazis,
especially as it was experienced by a German youth in WW II. Markus Zusak has a way
with words, and it shines in this book too. At once hopeful and devastating, its an
observation of humanity from an outsider who sees it all; Death says things bluntly, and
at one point spoils a bit of the plot , because he doesn't see the point in keeping anything a secret. Characters suffer cruel fates but also are great examples of the power of
personal sacrifice, heroism, friendship, and courage.
It's a tough story told about a horrendous time, so there's plenty of grief and sadness, as
well as violence and cruelty. But ultimately the book is a portrait of the triumph of spirit
and humanity. A real tear-jerker, the book keeps a steady pace till the end, if not with
plot, then with words. I've read it many times, and each time I notice something new and
amazing.
Yashasvi Maharshi
XI-E

Lockdown's Fun
Spin round to see Whatever is around... Yeah, that's too true
No movement, no meeting, no chorus no sound;
Go through the past, All joys and smiles over the same crumbling crowds cast ; The sadness
or glories media covered; Remember to your ease, The lockdown phase so far...
All the pleasure outings cease, Also forbidden to travel by car;
However its great staying at home!
Wanna know what family time we had ? Needless to say for,
it was time fad to the remaining busy globe;
Playing with brothers and sisters Story bags of grannies-grandpas
What a fun time it was A sense of humour and joys discovered...
-Aatreeyee Sen
IX- B

INTER HOUSE DANCE COMPETITION
Dance is the hidden language of the soul. A dance competition is not just about the
trophies. It is a great way to build emotional resilience in children. A virtual Inter House
Dance Competition was held for the students of Class VI -XII. The children dressed up in colourful costumes swayed to the beats of music. Their vivacious dances enthralled the audience. The students of Class VI-VIII performed on Patriotic theme and Class IX-XI on Semi
Classical theme. The Judges of the event were Ms. Sapna Gahlot, Ms.Varsha Kumawat, and
Ms. Madhubala Rathore. The first prize was bagged by Meera Bai House in Seniors as well as
Juniors Category. Unnati Tinker IX B (Seniors) and Angel Tanwar VI C (Juniors) were declared
as the Best Dancers. The Principal, Ms. Lakshmi Menon, appreciated the students for their
mesmerizing performances.

Fun Facts

•
•
•
•
•

Like fingerprints , everyone’s tongue print is different.
You can’t kill yourselves by holding your breathe.
The blood of mammals is red , the blood of insects is yellow in colour, the
blood of lobster is blue in colour.
Carbon monoxide can kill a person in less than 15 minutes
‘Rhythm’is the longest English word without a vowel.
Avika Upadhyay ; Lakshya Sharma
VIII-E

